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Students will discover how Vietnam has become one of
south-east Asia’s fastest growing economies.

Students will learn what relationship the United States 
has with Vietnam today.

Students will study the cultural and physical characteristics
of Vietnam.

Objectives
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http://mrjohnsonssclasses.wikispaces.com/file/view/
vietnam_war.gif/143894523/vietnam_war.gif

Vietnam became
a unified country

once more in
1975, when the
armed forces of
the Communist

north seized 
the south.
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The Socialist Republic of Vietnam is a 
one party communist nation.  The 
president is the head of state and the 
prime minister is the head of 
government.  The legislature is a one 
house national assembly elected by
popular vote but candidates must be
approved by the Party.

The Communist Party XVI Congress
was in session in Hanoi in October 
2015. The National Congress has  
been held every five years since 1976.

The hammer and sickle on the red
flag is the communist flag.
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Armed guards guarded the
entrance to the hotel where 
high officials in the 
Communist party stayed
during the XVI Congress
session.

The population of Vietnam
is 91 million but only 
3 million of those are, by
invitation only, members 
of the communist party. 
The Vietnamese 
Communist Party 
members are an elitist 
group and feared—as 
opposed to respected by 
most Vietnamese. 
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Yellow
represents

Vietnamese
people.

Red symbolizes
revolution 
and blood.

The five pointed yellow star represents five main classes in
Vietnamese society: intellectuals, farmers, workers, traders,
and soldiers. 
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Saigon Opera House

This is officially 
Ho Chi Minh City but
everyone still calls it

Saigon.
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Ho Chi Minh statue stands in front of
Saigon City Hall.  He is still revered
throughout Vietnam today.

He was president of North Vietnam
from 1945 until his death in 1969.
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Ben Thanh
Central
Market in
Saigon

The exchange rate 
is 22,303 VN Dong
to $1.00 US Dollar
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use Units Plus App on phone to convert U. S. dollars to Vietnamese dongs.



Vietnam exports $130 billion in clothing, shoes, marine products,
crude oil, electronics, rice, wooden products and machinery.
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Shoes are a 
major industry.
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How do they ever receive electricity 
via these wires?????
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Crossing the street in any large Vietnamese city is taking your life in
your own hands.  There are 40 million motor cycles, plus cars, trucks 
and a few buses.   Most do not stop at traffic lights or stop signs.  Your
only defense is to walk steadily across the street.  Somehow they avoid
you and everyone else.  It is amazing and yes, scary!!!
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Students attend public school from grades 1-12.
There is no kindergarten.  Students attend
half day sessions—either morning or afternoon.
The literacy rate in Vietnam is 94%. 16



Religion is against the communist party policy but in Vietnam this edict is
disregarded.  About 10% of the Vietnamese people are Catholic. 17



The majority of the Vietnamese people are Buddhist.  There
are many Buddhist temples and pagodas though out the
country.  This pagoda is located on the Perfume River
near Hue.
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Another Buddhist religious tradition is the “spirit house” found on the
outside of many homes and businesses.  The “spirit house” has incense
burning & offerings of food for the “hungry ghosts” so that the ghosts 
will not enter the house and torment the occupants. 19



The museum
displays all 
the wars that
Vietnam has
fought.  We 
are known as
the American
War.

The American War is not
viewed positively mainly 
because of the effects of 
Agent Orange.
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Vietnam is advancing rapidly in manufacturing, information technology 
and oil production.  However, Vietnam remains an agricultural country 
with 80% of the population depending on farming for a living. 21



The average income
in Vietnam is $2032

per year. 
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Rice is one of Vietnam’s major agricultural exports.
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The water buffalo is the
prize possession of the
farmer.
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Bridge over
Thu Bon
River in
Hoi An,

Vietnam.

Hoi An is a
UNESCO

World 
Heritage Site.

Vietnamese
women 

carry heavy
loads on
poles like

this lady is
doing.
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Hoi An is 
known

for 
beautiful,
colorful 

cloth
lanterns.
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Ladies in 
Hoi An 

selling fruit 
from their 

baskets
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A popular fruit
in Vietnam,

durian.
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Custard
Apple

Hairy
Balls

Dragon 
Fruit

Litchi

Jack 
Fruit

Fruits in Vietnam
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Spring rolls decorated on formed peacock Turtle-formed fried rice 

Fruit formed mung
bean cake

Flower Salad
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Contact

Glenda Sullivan
OKAGE Teacher Consultant

Lawton, Oklahoma
geobelle@att.net
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